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1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and k be a field of characteristic p>0. Let Θ be a

connected component of the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver Ts(kG) of the

group algebra kG and set V(Θ)={vx{M)\M is an indecomposable &G-module

in Θ}, where vx(M) denotes the vertex of M. As we shall see in Proposition

3.2 below, if Q is a minimal element in F(Θ), then Q<GH for all flΓeΓ(θ).

In particular we see that Q is uniquely determined up to conjugation in G.

Let N=NG(Q) and let / be the Green correspondence with respect to

(G, Q, N). Choose an indecomposable &G-module Mo in Θ with Q its vertex.

Let Δ be the connected component of Ts(kN) containing fM0. The purpose

of this paper is to show that there is a subquiver Λ of Δ and a graph iso-

morphism ψ: Λ->Θ such that ψ'1 behaves like the Green correspondence / as a

bijective map between modules in Λ and those in Θ. In particular θ is iso-

morphic with a subquiver of Δ. Also it will be shown that if H^ F(θ), then

H^GNG(Q).

The notation is almost standard. All the modules considered here are

finite dimensional over k. We write W \ W for &G-modules W and W\ if W

is isomorphic to a direct summand of W. For an indecomposable non-pro-

jective ΛG-module Λf, we write Jl{M) to denote the Auslander-Reiten sequence

terminating at M. A sequence Mo — M1— Mt of indecomposable kG-

modules M, (0<z'<£) is said to be a walk if there exists either an irreducible

map from M, to Mt+1 or an irreducible map from Mi+ι to Mi for 0<t<t—l.

Concerning some basic facts and terminologies used here, we refer to [1], [5],

[6] and [8].
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2. Preliminaries

To begin with, we recall some basic facts on relative projectivity.

Let if be a subrgoup of G and {£t }?-i be a right transversal of H in G. If

W and W are AG-modules, then (W, W')H denotes the &-space H o m ^ W , W).


